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About This Game

Alien Splatter Redux is all about those golden gaming days, where the only thing you knew was how to avoid homework and
play computer games. Remember destroying things that wanted to take over the world in true 8-bit fashion? Relive your golden
days in retro style with Alien Splatter Redux

Eight massive levels to conquer, each with it's own dangerous traps to dodge!
Huge end level bosses to completely destroy with your weapons
Actual 8-bit graphics, (with an included extra retro screen if it wasn't retro enough for you)
Listen along to a chiptuned soundtrack while blasting aliens to your hearts content
Extras and Steam Achievements to, umm unlock!
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Title: Alien Splatter Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sinclair Strange
Publisher:
Sinclair Strange
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows Vista
Processor: Pentium 4 or higher
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: 256MB or higher
DirectX: Version 9.0
Storage: 30 MB available space
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the battle royale testing was fun, hope it's added permanently soon. servers are 128 tick \/ 100 player. i'll keep my eye out for
next BR tests
don't know if they are going to make separate servers for first person yet. or if using similar to other game modes. NOT
compatible with surface pro3 or windows tablet 8.1 (full windows). The fullscreen support is nonexistent, therefore the game
just says incredibly dissatisfying!! The old 1995 version, or a newer version from the windows app store, both work better and
are the same price/cheaper than this one... Plus, via the other two options mentioned, I don't need to run the annoying steam
system just to play this simple board game!. One of the best budget-friendly games. Nice controls, well-designed circuits.
Support the developer.. was ok, but turned into miserable button-mashing abomination. Can I even die with new release?. Your
greatest enemies are fall damage and a difficult terrian that makes falls more likely. The random room generation makes some
enviroments difficult to climb and if you happen to fall even a short distance you take damage. The lack of healing, the vast
number of enemies with ranged attacks, and the damage the character takes from failing a jump make the game far more
difficult than it should be to be enjoyable. If you like Dark Souls level difficulty, try this game on for size.. this is a flash game
that could be made by anybody and played on a sight like armored games for free
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This is a very good game. Nice graphics and soundtrack also. It's a worthy Cthulhu game. I'd put 8\/10. So i totally
recommended it.. I suck at drawing but I dodn't suck at Drawful!
(ok maybe a little)
Great party game - it's like a Pictionary + DiXit combo, where you don't have to worry about your drawing skills.. Nice little
game .
Most levels have good music and action sync , but will surprise you when you get into pace ( love it ).
Oddly has Practice mode ... maybe for the better ..... This game sucks in a way that it keeps away you from doing anything else
;-)
It is very lovely done, the graphics are really nice, kept in a comic-lice style.
The story is ... well ... odd. Long story short: You crash-land on a planet and need to refill your strawberry-juice-engine. While
planting and harvesting strawberries, you have to keep the "local population" away from them and prevent your own destruction,
because they bite and shoot.
Handling is very easy,
Just run, collect and upgrade. Shooting at enemies is done automatically, but you can also choose a primary target by just
clicking it. All weapons fire is then focused on that.
There are many different weapons and items which will help you doing that.
You will find blueprints and diamonds throughout the game to research and upgrade these.
Your McDROID has an arm with which it can repair damaged turrets and your shuttle.
After you finish a level, the challenge and nightmare mode for that level will become available for more fun.
And if a level ist just too tough fou you alone, you can invite friend to help you out. Yes, this game is multi-player.
Is it worth the price? Yes. Definitely.. It's cheap, it's fun and it's violent, which is fun.
You will unlock everything the game has to offer very quickly, but the comic relief alone is worth the price.
(If you're too lazy to fill the entire room with mines, you can download it from someone who isn't ^,..,^). This one is a little slow
in the beginning, but it picks up. Nancy is stuck in jail, so you get to spend a good amount of time as Ned, George, and Bess.
This is kinda fun, and a new way to enjoy the series. Worth the money to me.. Pressing Q and E rapidly to lean is like playing
Skiing Simulator 2014.
If you really dislike someone, I wholeheartedly advise you to gift them this game.
10 out of 10 doctors agree that a few seconds exposure to this game will give you brain cancer.
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